Buildings of heritage and architectural interest located outside areas of exceptional value

22 Borough of Saint-Laurent

The following list identifies buildings of heritage and architectural interest located outside areas of exceptional value or large sites of institutional character in the Borough (see preceding map).

The list also identifies places of worship of heritage value in the Borough. As mentioned in Table 3.1.1, these places of worship are covered under the land use designation “Convent, Monastery or Place of Worship.”

In keeping with Objective 15, the buildings identified in the following list as well as those located within areas of exceptional value or large sites of institutional character must be subject to strict controls pertaining to construction, renovation or demolition work, by employing appropriate regulatory measures such as by-laws on Site Planning and Architectural Integration Programs (SPAIP).

Places of worship

- 1795, avenue O’Brien
  (Saint Laurent Presbyterian/ Bethel Pentecostal)
- 3060, boulevard De la Côte-Vertu
  (Bethel Baptist)
- 875, boulevard Marcel-Laurin
  (Our Lady of Fatima)
- 2600, rue Badeaux
  (Beth Ora)
- 1720, rue Décarie
  (Saint Paul Evangelical Lutheran)
- 1650, rue Decelles
  (Saint Mark’s Anglican)
- 1600, rue De L’Église
  (St. Andrew’s Norwood)
- 1895, rue De l’Église
  (Église Saint-Sixte)
- 1555, rue Poirier
  (Norwood Seventh Day Adventist/ Norwood United)
- 1055, rue Tassé
  (Église Saint-Hippolyte)

Convents

- 5915-35, chemin De La Côte-de-Liesse
  (Crèche d’Youville)

Residential buildings

- 825, boulevard De La Côte-Vertu
- 3902, chemin Bois-Franc
  (Maison Robert)
- 1025, rue O’Brien

Industrial buildings

- 6125, chemin De La Côte-de-Liesse